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This historiography of gender and black colleges uncovers the omission of women and gender relations. It uses an integrative framework, conceptualized by Evelyn Nakano Glenn, that considers race and gender as mutually interconnected, revealing different results than might be seen by considering these issues independently. The article is significant for historians and non-historians alike and has implications for educational policy and practice in the current day.
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There is perhaps no intracommunity topic about which there has been more contentious debate than the issue of gender relations in black America. We also believe that the proverbial “battle between the sexes” has caused deep ruptures in the cohesiveness of African American communities that have not gone unnoticed.1

According to Johnnetta B. Cole and Beverly Guy-Sheftal, within African American communities, issues of gender are rarely discussed except among a “small group of feminists and other gender-progressives.”2 These conversations, although at the heart of many problems within the larger black community, are “swept under the rug” by both men and women, usually in order to bring the fight for racial equality to the foreground. Cole and Guy-Sheftal argue that speaking about gender relations within the African American community can result in being labeled a “race traitor” or a “male basher.”3 Similarly, Patricia Hill Collins, in her provocative book Black Feminist Thought, maintains that the goal of racial solidarity mandates that black women remain silent about certain aspects of black male-female relationships.4 Evelyn Nakano
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Glenn notes that “in studies of ‘race,’ men of color stood as the universal racial subject, whereas in studies of ‘gender,’ [w]hite women were positioned as the universal female subject. Women of color were left out of both narratives, rendered invisible both as racial and as gendered subjects.” Gender and race have historically operated in “separate fields of scholarly inquiry.”

Beginning in the 1980s, black women started to address their omission from historical literature, lodging criticism against African American male historians in general for their omission of gender issues and women overall. Moreover, when black male historians have covered black women in their research, some scholars have characterized this coverage as “troubling,” noting that often when black male historians transform “the dehumanizing images of black womanhood,” they “cast black women as specific ‘types’ and describe black female leaders and activists in non-threatening terms.”

Recent scholarship on the history of black colleges continues to exclude substantive discussion of black women. Here, the focus is almost entirely on males—including white male philanthropists, presidents, and missionaries as well as black male presidents, faculty, and students. Discussion of black women or the relationships between men and black women within the black college context is limited. This omission is especially troubling in light of the fact that throughout the history of black colleges, female students have been in the majority (with the exception of 1947, a year that marked the apex of enrollment by returning black male veterans). Of course, black women have not constituted the majority of black college leadership positions; these ranks have been dominated by white and black men.

In the words of Florence Bonner, the black college “foundation of religious-based formal education and the popular argument that these institutions provide a constant social defense against racism have created a powerful torque of resistance to discussions focusing on the manner in which women have been treated and educated at [black colleges].” When discussions about gender do occur in the historical literature on black colleges, the emphasis is typically on the historically black women’s colleges, as in Yolanda Watson and Sheila T. Gregory’s new book *Daring to Educate.* Here the authors examine the leadership of Spelman College’s first four white female presidents and their role in educating the black students.

Recent historiography has examined the writings on African American education and begun to notice the omission of women within education in general. For example, in 1998, historian Ronald E. Butchart observed,

> Beyond occasional mention of domestic training in industrial education, the current literature says little about specific schooling for black women or about the content of the curriculum in black schools as it attempted to mold perceptions of race and sex. Black fiction is filled with images of strong, independent black women, yet nowhere in the historical literature do we learn where that characterology might have been learned outside the home; what agencies contributed to the education of black womanhood.
Likewise, according to Alicia C. Collins, “Black women have been participants in higher education for more than a century, but they are almost totally absent from the research literature; rarely is the impact of racism and sexism on black women in academe examined.”\textsuperscript{14} Scholars have yet to explore the black female leadership of black colleges at various levels or the relationships between black men and women at all levels in coeducational environments. And most significantly, a balanced interpretation of the history of black colleges, considering gender, has yet to be written. My article continues the historiographic analysis of the literature, including examples of action on the part of black female administrators, faculty, and students that have been omitted from the historical literature on black colleges and pointing the direction toward future areas of research.

According to Evelyn Nakano Glenn, “there are important points of congruence” between the concepts of race and gender.\textsuperscript{15} Moreover, these convergences aim toward “an integrative framework in which race and gender are defined as mutually constituted systems of relationships . . . organized around perceived differences.”\textsuperscript{16} Because black college and university environments bring together both race and gender differences, an integrative framework is most appropriate for examining the history of these institutions.\textsuperscript{17} However, as I will show, most historians writing on black colleges have not seen the combined effect of these two types of differences. While it is possible to look at race and gender in isolation, to do so obscures the complexities of the black college context. In this article, I traverse the existing literature, noting a range of stances on gender difference. Within the race-specific context of black colleges, most authors ignore gender altogether—in effect, sweeping the very existence of black women under a rug. Some authors see gender but not its relationship to race, and a few recognize the dual impact of race and gender.

In historiography, the researcher examines how the history of a topic has been written, including the historians’ ideologies and arguments, the scope and foci of their work, the treatment of sources (or lack thereof), and the historical context of the work being reviewed. For the purposes of this historiography, I have divided the literature into three sections based on the dominant themes that emerged as I read these texts.\textsuperscript{18} The first is titled “Philanthropic Outside Control” and includes historical literature on black colleges that pertains to the relationships between white male industrial philanthropists and black college presidents. The majority of the literature on the history of black colleges falls into this section, as it has concentrated on philanthropy and issues of control. The second section, “Internal Campus Relations,” focuses on the historical literature pertaining to activities and relationships on black college campuses. Often, this literature is jointly rooted in the sociological tradition. The third section, titled “Black Women’s Higher Education,” includes historical literature on black women’s experiences in higher education. Because most of this literature was written prior to a time when black women represented a critical mass in historically white institutions,
it focuses on black colleges. However, this literature is not typically considered alongside that of the history of black colleges.

It should be noted that the field of African American women’s history is quite young—arguably coming into its own about forty years ago. Some might argue that given the newness of the field, archival materials related to black women or gender relations on black college campuses have been and continue to be difficult to find. Yet over the past forty years, more diaries, letters, autobiographies, and oral histories have become available to researchers. Often, when I have come across these primary sources related to the history of black colleges, I notice that I am the first person in fifteen or twenty years to examine them. Thus, it is not necessarily that the materials are difficult to find but that few people are asking questions that lead to them. As more historians examine topics pertaining to black women and gender relations at black colleges, more primary sources will be uncovered.

**Coming Clean on My Own Omissions**

Before beginning a critique of others’ work, I reviewed my own research. For the past ten years, my scholarly work has focused on black colleges, their funding, their leadership, and their role in the nation as a whole. Following the lead of other historians of black education, I approached my work without much thought to the issue of gender or the role of black women. My first book, a biography of Fisk University president Charles S. Johnson, avoided the subject of gender, focusing on Johnson’s relationships with white male philanthropists and black male intellectuals. More recently, I completed a book-length history of the United Negro College Fund. In this work, I spent considerable time looking at the roles of black and white men and white women; however, I included only a few examples of the roles that black women played in this important organization. Only when a colleague who was writing a book on the subject of gender and education asked me to contribute a chapter on gender issues within the black college setting did I begin to appreciate the extent of black women’s contributions.

**The Historical Literature on Black Colleges**

The first black colleges were founded in the North prior to the Civil War: Lincoln and Cheyney universities in Pennsylvania and Wilberforce in Ohio; the remaining were founded after 1865. In the aftermath of the war, the daunting task of providing education to over four million formerly enslaved black men and women was shouldered by both the federal government (through the Freedman’s Bureau) and by many Northern church missionaries. As early as 1865, the Freedmen’s Bureau began establishing black colleges, drawing many of its white staff and teachers from the ranks of the military. During this period, most black colleges were colleges in name only; like many white colleges in their infancy, these institutions generally provided primary and secondary education. From their beginnings, most of these institutions,
unlike their historically white counterparts, provided coeducational training, as both black men and women were expected to work outside the home.\textsuperscript{22} Black women, like black men, were seen by the white missionaries and whites in general as potential workers in need of manual training.\textsuperscript{23} And black women, in particular, were educated with the underlying goal of uplifting their own race.\textsuperscript{24} Black men were often viewed as only the workers of the black race rather than the leaders.\textsuperscript{25} Although racial uplift for black women was a goal of the white missionaries, the black community also advocated for it, believing that women were assets to its future.\textsuperscript{26}

Philanthropic Outside Control

Several historians have explored the founding of black colleges, with particular attention to the role played by white male industrial philanthropists in that effort.\textsuperscript{27} Although this coverage provides an understanding of the relationships between white men and black men—and the complicating factor of wealth in these relationships—the role of women, both black and white, is largely absent. One of the first histories of black education came in 1919 with the publication of Carter G. Woodson’s \textit{The Education of the Negro Prior to 1861: A History of the Education of the Colored People of the United States from the Beginning of Slavery to the Civil War.}\textsuperscript{28} By and large, the focus of Woodson’s book is on the work of white and black abolitionists and churches in providing makeshift elementary education to free blacks in the North. He also highlights the actions of several black female schoolteachers who worked against insurmountable odds to educate blacks during this time. Woodson includes one chapter on higher education and spends the majority of it discussing a now moot debate about whether blacks should be educated for a life in America or a recolonized Africa. He also explores the experiences of some black men who were able to gain admittance and thus, acquire higher education at institutions such as Bowdoin (1828) and Union College (1840). Of note is Woodson’s discussion of the founding of Cheyney University (formerly the Institute for Colored Youth) and Lincoln University (formerly the Ashmun Institute). One gets the sense that he is referring to both black men and black women when discussing the faculty and students at these early black colleges, but all of the examples pertain to either white women or black men. Black women and their role are omitted from the discussion.\textsuperscript{29} This brings up one of the key problems with male-focused histories, namely, whether it is possible for the male experience to stand for that of the female? When reading Woodson, one wonders if black women played any role at all in the establishment and early operation of these institutions.

Although not a history in the truest sense nor a history of black colleges per se, one would be remiss in not mentioning Carter G. Woodson’s \textit{The Mis-Education of the Negro}, written in 1933, in a historiography of black colleges. Within his entire book, he mentions black women or the interaction of men and women of either race only a few times; still, in these instances, Woodson speaks to issues of gender in much more detail than most historians writing
on black education. Woodson critiques black education at multiple levels, excoriating the white male industrial philanthropists for their need to control the minds of blacks and their lack of trust in black leadership at black institutions. With regard to the topic at hand, the historian refutes the idea that the time in which the book was written is not right to bring black leadership to the fore within the black colleges. Here, he offers examples of successful black male presidents as a challenge to those who say that blacks do not have the contacts through which to raise funds. In Woodson’s words,

[Don’t] we remember what Booker T. Washington did for Tuskegee and observe what R. R. Moton and John Hope are doing today? As the first Negro president of Howard University Mordecai W. Johnson has raised more money for that institution among philanthropists than all of its former presidents combined. Furthermore, if, after three generations the Negro colleges have not produced men qualified to administer their affairs, such an admission is an eloquent argument that they have failed ingloriously and should be immediately closed.\textsuperscript{30}

Of course, Woodson makes a compelling point; however, he neglects to mention those female presidents and principals who had also shown immense innovation and successfully raised funds. For example, in 1902, Mary McLeod Bethune founded the Daytona Educational and Industrial Training School for Negro Girls, which would, by 1930, become a junior college and eventually a few years later, Bethune-Cookman College.

Woodson delivers a scathing critique of the racial prejudice of the white presidents of black colleges. He is one of the few historians studying this time period to note the treatment of black women, and he does so in a way that reflects both race and gender as axes of difference.\textsuperscript{31} Woodson explains that in his professional experience, he has encountered white presidents “who will not address a colored girl as Miss, and[,] to avoid the use of a title in speaking to women of the race[,] he addresses them as his kin.” Giving much credit to the keen minds of black women, Woodson notes, “One of them was sharp enough to reply to him [the white president] thus when he accosted her as auntie,” she replied “Oh, I am so glad that I have found my lost relatives at last. My mother often told me that I had some distinguished kin, and just to think that you are my nephew makes me feel so glad.”\textsuperscript{32} Here, Woodson alludes to the white male practice of addressing black women in the familiar voice; whereas white women were treated as “ladies,” black women were simply female.\textsuperscript{33} Along similar lines, Woodson notes, “Another . . . exploiter in charge of a Negro college never wears his hat on the campus. His confidential explanation is that he might have to lift it when he meets a Negro woman.”\textsuperscript{34} Thus, Woodson views these slights to the femininity of black women as evidence of racism. Unlike white women, who were placed on a pedestal in the minds of white Southern men, black women were not viewed as objects of idealization. From our contemporary perspective, where we think it desirable for all females to be considered “women,” this is an intriguing
detail, and it offers us a view into turn-of-the-twentieth-century discourses on the role of black women. Regardless of what conclusion we reach, the fact that Woodson has noticed gender and race difference together adds to the richness of his historical treatment.

In a sweeping series of works written between 1934 and 1969 and covering black colleges from 1860 through 1960, Dwight O. W. Holmes discusses the myriad entities involved in the formation of these institutions, including the federal government, missionary organizations, Southern whites, and white male industrial philanthropists. Of significance is the credit Holmes gives to blacks for supporting their own colleges and schools: “the Negroes eagerly gave of their scanty funds to aid in the promotion of the schools.” Although Holmes spends ample time discussing the student bodies of the black colleges and providing enrollment figures, he neglects to discuss the female students or to provide a gender breakdown in his statistics throughout the articles and monograph. Like Woodson, Holmes often uses the word men to generalize about “men” and “women,” as was common at the time.

Much like Woodson’s history of black education prior to 1861, Horace Mann Bond’s The Education of the Negro in the American Social Order (1966) concentrates mainly on primary and secondary education, including only one chapter on higher education. Of note is Bond’s pointing to the racial and gender makeup of the first student body of Howard University. In Bond’s words, “There were no eligible Negro students at Howard University when it opened in 1869, and the first class was made up of five young white women, all of whom were daughters of local trustees, and two white boys from Louisiana.” Aside from this, there is no mention of gender relations or the experiences and contributions of black women. The majority of the discussion throughout the book is again focused on the relationships between white male industrial philanthropists and either the white male college presidents or on rare occasion, a prominent black intellectual such as W. E. B. Du Bois or a black leader such as Booker T. Washington.

Henry Bullock’s A History of Negro Education in the South from 1619 to the Present, published in 1967, spans all levels of education, including significant discussion of black colleges and their development. Bullock emphasizes the role of white and black men in the creation and growth of these institutions and discusses the relationships and struggles between these men. When he does mention women, it is to discuss some of the early social experiments promoted by white industrialists to train black women in the industrial arts. Bullock examines teacher training and nursing but neglects to discuss the role and experiences of female students on campus; instead we are left wondering who these black women are.

In a 1981 article titled “Northern Philanthropy and the Emergence of Black Higher Education: Do-gooders, Compromisers, or Co-conspirators?” Stephen J. Peeps examines black aspirations toward and white responsibility for higher education during the post–Civil War period. He explores the history of black colleges in an attempt to explain why, according to critics, these institutions “lag so far behind their white counterparts.” He wonders why
black colleges, “born of strong philanthropic sentiment,” have not been more successful and posits that perhaps these white Northern philanthropists did not have the best interests of blacks in mind when they decided to support their education. Peeps crafts a convincing argument, relying exclusively on secondary sources but neglects to discuss black women even when he examines curricular issues. As his title indicates, the focus of this article is on the white male industrial philanthropists.

James D. Anderson, in his now classic work The Education of Blacks in the South, 1860–1935 (1988), provides riveting analysis of how philanthropy and capitalism shaped early black education. In pursuing this topic, Anderson delves deeply into the cross-race relationships of the men involved with black colleges and black education in general but neglects to tease out any gender issues pertaining to administrators, students, or external constituents. He mentions women only a few times throughout the still remarkable book. For example, Anderson tells of Elizabeth Sparks, a “rebel slave” who participated in secret meetings in the slave quarters in which free blacks taught slaves to read. He also notes that black women were an instrumental part of the South’s labor force and offers telling statistics on the number of black women providing labor. Although this information is not about black colleges in particular, it presents a foundation for Anderson’s arguments later in the book. His most extensive discussion of gender appears in the chapter on the “Hampton model” of black education. The nineteenth-century brainchild of Hampton University principal Samuel Chapman Armstrong, the Hampton model refers to the idea and practice of training ex-slaves in agriculture and industry so that they would gain the skills needed for economic advancement in the South. Anderson examines the role of males and females in the Hampton model, noting that females received less regular training than their male counterparts and were encouraged to learn only domestic skills such as sewing, ironing, scrubbing, washing, and mending. Of particular interest in his discussion of Hampton, is the perspective of Roberta Whiting, the mother of one of the Hampton students. Instead of sitting by passively as her son was instructed in the fine art of milking cows, Whiting wrote a letter to the Hampton administration questioning why her son was not attending school but instead working. Through the inclusion of this story, Anderson demonstrates the assertiveness of black women and the concern they had for the education of their children.

Johnetta Cross Brazzell, the only black female writing in this category, wrote an article in 1992 titled “Bricks without Straw: Missionary-Sponsored Black Higher Education in the Post-Emancipation Era.” Her research focuses on the white Northern missionary philanthropists and their efforts to shape black higher education. She uses Spelman as a case study and highlights the role of the early white female presidents. Although Brazzell examines education for black women, she draws upon the work of Thomas Woody to frame her discussion. This seems to be an odd choice, as Woody’s work focused on white women. Brazzell uses Woody’s ideas to explain the dual role that black women had to play during the period immediately following
the Civil War, noting that they were “on the one hand, seen to have the same responsibilities as white women as it related to the moral development of the family. But in addition to being responsible for hearth and home, they were also expected to be full participants in that material world dominated by men. They were expected to earn their bread and make it too.”

Brazzell includes discussions of industrial education in her treatment of Spelman, noting that most of the black female students took industrial classes but few majored in this area; instead, they chose to pursue degrees in the classical liberal arts. She gives the reader a window into the curriculum at Spelman College but mentions little about the daily lives of the black female students. Similarly, Brazzell includes only one paragraph on the faculty at the institution, observing that in 1910, there were forty-two “white females and 7 black females. There were no male teachers of either race.” Of interest here is Brazzell’s comparison of Spelman’s faculty makeup with that of Atlanta University and Morehouse College (at the time Atlanta Baptist College). She found that the coed institutions were more diverse in terms of racial and gender composition. Although much of the focus in Brazzell’s article is on the white missionaries and the white leadership of Spelman, she is one of the few authors writing on the history of black colleges and outside control, who points the reader in the direction of black women.

In 1999, Eric Anderson and Alfred Moss published Dangerous Donations: Northern Philanthropy and Southern Black Education, 1902–1930. Their book tackled many of the same issues as James D. Anderson and examined many of the same male leaders. However, they took issue with some of Anderson’s conclusions and called for a more nuanced interpretation of the primary sources. Anderson and Moss included a short discussion of the role of women in black schooling through an exploration of the Anna T. Jeanes Fund. However, here the examination of women is focused on teachers at the primary and secondary school level rather than in the black college environment. The authors do note that by the early twentieth century, many black women entered the teaching profession and in fact, outnumbered white female teachers in black secondary schools. Anderson and Moss also include a short anecdote about Anna Julia Cooper, focusing on her firing from St. Augustine’s Normal and Collegiate Institute. Cooper was popular among blacks for her writings, teaching, and activism against racial discrimination and for women’s rights. As such, members of the black press were outraged when the white head of St. Augustine fired her for “incompatibility of temperament.” This incident was cited as one of a number of examples of the white control of black education and the problems created by the absence of blacks in leadership positions. It was, however, not specifically included to illuminate the role of black women.

Anderson and Moss talk briefly, in a chapter providing an overview of black education, about the strict Victorian codes of behavior that were the norm at most “academic and industrial” schools. “Students were discouraged from all forms of unsupervised association between females and males. Dress, language, and manners that deviated from a ‘genteel,’ ‘Christian’ norm
were both unacceptable and grounds for dismissal.” While this discussion highlights the restrictions placed on black women and men by whites, it does not interrogate the interactions and relationships between black men and women and neglects to question within-race patriarchy that black female historians have unearthed.

Like these aforementioned books, William Watkins’s *White Architects of Black Education, 1865–1954*, written in 2001, aims to explore and explain the actions of the white male philanthropists involved in the building of black education and black colleges. Watkins focuses each of his chapters on an individual white male industrialist; he makes no mention of how these individuals might have interacted with women, including black female administrators, students, or faculty. In Watkins’s gendered history, the only relationships we see are those between men and other men.

For the most part, the histories in this category are male centered and treat black women as if they were not present at black colleges despite ample data that contradicts this notion. The authors tend to paper over the contributions of black women and ignore the realities of gender difference and how it might have played out during the creation of these colleges. Were black women involved in leadership roles or faculty positions at black colleges? Did they agree with the male presidents of their institutions on issues of governance and curriculum? Did black women approve of the often close institutional ties to industrial philanthropists? How were black women involved in the building and growth of institutions? What kinds of sacrifices did black women at black colleges make for the good of their race? When we study racism at black colleges, does it become difficult to confront the patriarchal structures within these institutions at the same time?

**Internal Campus Relations**

While one body of literature covers the founding of black colleges, another focuses on life on black college campuses. This literature tends to be jointly rooted in history and sociology. In discussing campus life, curriculum, and the extracurriculum, these authors sometimes touch on race, sometimes on gender, but rarely the intersection of the two. Daniel Thompson falls into this category and penned a nearly comprehensive text in 1973, *Private Black Colleges at the Crossroads*. Thompson meticulously included chapters on faculty, administration, students, and trustees, making sure to anchor the chapters in a rich sociohistorical setting. He also explored both the curriculum and governance structures at black colleges, making predictions for the future. Although gender is hardly mentioned in the book, there is a clear point of view: male. The reader is left to believe that the presidents and other senior leadership are male because their gender is not named. At certain points in the book, however, Thompson does provide context and statistics related to gender, offering commentary that is constrained by either his own sexism or that of those he interviewed as experts for the book (a panel of fifteen men and one woman). It could be argued that in the early 1970s, Thompson’s inclusion
of a female on his panel of experts was indeed progressive and critiquing him for his lack of inclusion of women would be unfair. However, I would hold that this is not the case. The country was in the midst of the women’s movement and at the tail end of the civil rights movement. Throughout this period, black women were active and visible (yet still overlooked by both white women and black men in the aforementioned movements).\textsuperscript{37}

When discussing the student body makeup at private black colleges, Thompson gives the following explanation for why it is 60 to 70 percent female: “This resulted from complex social forces—the strong feminist attitude of the [b]lack matriarch, discrimination in employment, [and] lack of a sufficient number of stable male symbols of success.”\textsuperscript{58} In the words of Jean Carey Bond and Patricia Perry, both black nationalists, “in reality [b]lack women, domineering or not, have not had the power in this male-dominated culture to effect a coup against anyone’s manhood—in spite of their oft-cited economic ‘advantage’ over the [b]lack man.”\textsuperscript{59} The authors are more than likely alluding to Daniel Patrick Moynihan’s 1965 report titled The Negro Family: The Case for National Action and E. Franklin Frazier’s Negro Family in the United States, published in 1951.\textsuperscript{60} Both of these publications discussed the so-called black matriarchy and caused a stir in black communities upon publication.

With regard to faculty composition at black colleges, Thompson claims that faculties had becoming increasingly female by the 1960s. His theory as to why black colleges had seen an increase in female faculty is that it was cheaper to employ them. As evidence for this claim, Thompson states that black women were willing to accept lower salaries because they had to move for their husbands. Specifically, Thompson notes,

> The bargaining power of prospective female teachers is quite weak even if they rank high in [quality]. This is often due to a common situation whereby a husband, for example, accepts a position in a city and his wife, as is socially and legally expected, accompanies him. As a university trained person, she may have no opportunity for satisfactory employment in the new community except at a given [b]lack college. Therefore, her bargaining power is compromised. Such women often accept teaching positions in [b]lack colleges despite the very low salaries offered them.\textsuperscript{61}

Although Thompson’s statement shows an understanding of theories of feminized labor and even sympathy for the black woman’s point of view, his overall slant is troubling.\textsuperscript{62} Drawing upon his majority-male panel of experts, Thompson expounds upon the impact of a mostly female faculty, opining that their increased presence produced “a decline in the overall quality of the faculties” at black colleges.\textsuperscript{63} As evidence, he cites the fact that many of the female faculty members were recruited merely because they were “easily available and not because they were deemed to be the most promising professional prospects.”\textsuperscript{64} While Thompson admits that some of these black women excelled, he notes that most simply held “their jobs from year to
performing their “professional roles in a more or less routine, lack-
adaisical manner.”65

Attempting to “sum up” the performance of black female faculty members
and to provide an authoritative opinion on the matter, Thompson quoted a
black male department head, who said,

They are forever housewives or society matrons. The female dimen-
sion of their personalities is always dominant. Even in the most for-
mal academic situations they behave more like housewives than
skilled professionals. Most of them shy away from any duty or
involvement that might interfere with family affairs.66

Thompson slightly mitigates this portrayal by noting “conversely, some
of the most unambitious, effete teachers are male.”67 Unlike the black women,
though, these unambitious men somehow escaped Thompson’s rebuke for
the decline in academic quality of black colleges. After reading Thompson’s
portrayal of black female faculty, we are left wondering why he did not inter-
view them or draw upon resources that captured their experiences. Where is
their voice? Would he have reached different conclusions had he talked with
black women?

A more balanced portrayal of black female faculty members and their aca-
demic spouses can be found in Linda Perkins’s “For the Good of the Race:
Married African-American Academics—A Historical Perspective”—located in a
contemporary book on academic couples.68 Here, Perkins focuses on the his-
torical differences in gender roles within the black community, as compared
to those of the larger society. Furthermore, she examines how these differ-
ences had an impact upon African American academic couples. Of significance
is her discussion of the development of faculties at black colleges, including
Howard, Fisk, Lincoln, Wilberforce, Morehouse, North Carolina Central, and
Tennessee State. She notes that unlike white women who were routinely asked
to forfeit their positions upon marriage, black women working at black col-
leges held on to their positions. Where Thompson blames black female fac-
ulty members for their own lack of advancement, Perkins notes that the
doctoral degree, which was difficult for black women to obtain, became the
main roadblock to upward mobility. Between 1876 and 1926, for example, out
of the fifty African Americans to secure doctoral degrees, only four were
female. According to Perkins, “The separate black college, which was primar-
ily an outgrowth of society’s mandated segregation of African Americans, iron-
ically resulted in professional opportunities for African American women that
were often unavailable to other women.”69

Thompson’s final discussion of gender disparities focuses on trustees and
presidents. He is brief in his examination but notes that despite the large major-
ity of female students and faculty in black colleges, the trustees remain almost
t entirely male, with most black colleges having virtually no female trustees at
all during the 1960s and early 1970s (5 percent of trustees were female in black
colleges). Thompson also astutely points out that even Bethune-Cookman
College, an institution founded by “a great black female educator and leader,” Mary McLeod Bethune, did not have a single female trustee. At all-female and all-black institutions, such as Spelman and Bennett colleges, women made up half of the trustees. Given the mostly white and mostly male makeup of the black college boards of trustees from their beginnings through the early 1970s, it is not surprising that black women have rarely served in the role of president. When asked to describe the typical and optimal black college president, the trustees interviewed by Thompson expressed the view that the president should be male. As Thompson explains,

The policy regarding the sex of the president is generally tacit yet quite rigid. Most trustees insisted they would accept a female president if she was the best qualified candidate, yet none of the trustees interviewed had ever recommended a female candidate. . . . At present, all of the presidents of the better known black colleges (even the two women’s colleges) are male.

Of note is the fact that one of the two women’s colleges, Bennett College, did in fact have a black female president earlier in its history: Willa B. Player, who was inaugurated in 1956. Although she was not president when Thompson wrote his book, she held the post until 1966, when she became director of the Division of College Support in the U.S. Office of Education at the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. During her tenure at Bennett, Willa Player was continually asked to justify the existence of a black women’s college, as very few people saw the value in separate education for black women. It would not be until 1987 that Spelman College, arguably the more prestigious and best known black women’s college, would have a black female as president. That individual was Johnnetta B. Cole. In fact, Spelman did not have a black female dean until the 1970s during the presidency of Albert Manley. Within the black college community, which was primarily governed by white and black male trustees, black women were rarely trusted to lead their own kind. Thompson provides some analysis of the gender relations on black campuses. However, his discussion of gender (for example, the valuation of black women’s labor, the judgment of the quality of their teaching, and their absence from the ranks of administration) rarely makes reference to the race of the women in question. Many of these problems would apply equally to white women at the time.

Another book that falls into the category of internal campus relations and which was written shortly after Thompson’s work is Raymond Wolters, The New Negro on Campus: Black College Rebellions of the 1920s (1975). Wolters focuses on the uprisings that took place on some black college campuses. Although he keenly describes the students’ motivations for rebelling against the campus administration and includes an occasional black woman in an example, the book does not differentiate gender. Wolters spends considerable time talking about the influence of black intellectuals and luminaries on the thought process of the black college students—but with few exceptions, these intellectuals and luminaries were black men.
Although it advances the study of history, Henry Drewry and Humphrey Doermann’s *Stand and Prosper: Private Black Colleges and their Students* (2001) spends little time examining the roles and contributions of black women. Drewry and Doermann begin their book with an overview of the freedmen school, a precursor to the black college. With regard to the race and gender of its staff, the authors note,

A typical teacher in a freedmen school during the decade following the Civil War was a well-educated, white, middle-class, Protestant woman from New England. The presidents of the early colleges fit the same profile except that all were men.79

Drewry and Doermann acknowledge that there were a few Northern black female teachers, giving Charlotte Forten as an example. Born in Philadelphia in 1837, Forten taught at a school in Massachusetts before moving South in 1862. She stayed for only two years, as the experience was not what she imagined—the students were in her words “babies” and she considered writing home to “ask somebody to send [her] picture-books and toys to amuse them.”80

Although the authors of *Stand and Prosper* consider some gender disparities, they ignore gender and women in the discussion of the influence of black intellectual currents and of civil rights activities on or near black college campuses. For example, Drewry and Doermann examine and even provide a chart listing the prominent intellectuals and artists hailing from black colleges—but, like Raymond Wolters, omit black women completely. Luminaries and scholars such as Zora Neale Hurston, Charlotte Hawkins Brown, Anna Julia Cooper, and Lucy Diggs Slowe—all black college graduates—are overlooked.81 As historians Linda Perkins and Patricia Bell-Scott have demonstrated, black women such as Lucy Diggs Slowe made significant contributions within the halls of black colleges and beyond.82 Slowe, the first Dean of Women at Howard University (1922–1937), was a powerful and groundbreaking leader within the black college community as well as within higher education in general. She challenged the exclusion and underrepresentation of black women at Howard, especially within the institution’s policy-making bodies.83 Moreover, she took public stands at the university, speaking out on gender-based salary discrimination and demanding equal living conditions for women. For example, in an article from the 1930s, Slowe described her frustrations with the lack of input allowed on the part of students, especially women, to “participate in the making and executing of the rules under which they live.”84 Her bold demeanor angered many of her black male peers, who were used to being openly condescending to black women. In one instance, when Slowe stood up for several black female students who had been sexually harassed by a black male professor, she received a letter attacking both her credibility and that of the students.85 The accuser asserted, “You forget that you are merely the Dean of Women and not the custodian of morals of the male teachers of Howard
University. It is my opinion if you had something to do and two classes to teach as the other Deans, you wouldn't hear so much.”

Lucy Diggs Slowe’s views on empowering black women did not gain favor with then Howard University president Mordecai Johnson. A graduate of all-male Morehouse College, Johnson hired black women for the faculty but held to his paternalistic views. In Slowe’s words,

> From the time this case [i.e., the sexual harassment incident] happened down to the present, I have not had the cordial support of the President. When the time came to raise salaries, he raised mine $200 and raised other Deans with qualifications no better than mine in amounts ranging from $850 to $1,150. . . . He, without explanation, excluded me from his conferences with the Academic Deans, although prior to 1930 the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women had sat with the Board of Deans. He has never sympathetically studied the real work of the Dean of Women, and still seems to have a wrong conception of her function. He confuses her with a matron . . . I have tried in every way to correct this but can get no cooperation from the President.

From the time that Mordecai Johnson arrived at Howard in 1926 until Slowe’s death in 1937, they quarreled over issues of equality for black women. In fact, in 1933, Slowe wrote an open letter to the executive committee of the Howard University board of trustees recounting the inferior conditions and ill treatment that she had to endure. According to Patricia Bell-Scott, who unearthed much of Lucy Diggs Slowe’s correspondence and administrative work, the letter sent to the board of trustees “provides testimony to the courageous battle one woman waged on behalf of [black women in the academy].” As black leaders gradually supplanted whites in the presidential offices, they sometimes continued the domineering leadership styles of their predecessors. This remained a problem through the 1960s and ‘70s. Although there have not been any empirical studies in this area, individual testimonies abound regarding the difficult situation black women faced under autocratic and black male-dominated leadership. For example, in a painful report of the years she spent at black colleges titled “Black Women in Academia,” Margaret Walker Alexander points, in particular, to her days at Livingstone College in North Carolina and Jackson State University in Mississippi. According to Alexander, every time she succeeded in making a creative contribution within these institutions, she was replaced by a black man. The institutions’ presidents constantly questioned her intelligence and dedication. Unfortunately, the oppressive styles of some black college presidents and their unfair treatment of black female faculty have been used by white outsiders to demonstrate the inferiority of black colleges in general. This has made it difficult to raise questions about leadership at black colleges without engendering charges of racist complicity with these institutions’ outside detractors. However, as black women who have actual experiences with these problems have come forward with
more nuanced accounts, it has become easier to offer a balanced critique of black male leadership.94

Despite providing a detailed description of the role of black college students in the civil rights movement, Drewry and Doermann overlook the actions of black female civil rights activists.95 In their brave book Gender Talk, Cole and Guy-Sheftal describe the typical, womanless depictions of the 1960s as “The Masculine Sixties.” They point to the words of key civil rights and Black Power leaders, noting the sexism that lay buried in their outlooks and mantras. For example, Cole and Guy-Sheftal’s analysis of the ideologies of Imamu Amiri Baraka (formerly LeRoi Jones) and Maulana Ron Karenga, founder of the Los Angeles–based organization US, shows that each man envisioned a submissive role for black women. The authors point to the blatant disregard that mainstream civil rights organizations and their black male leaders had for black female students at black colleges, despite the heroic efforts of these women. It should be noted that some black women denied being oppressed during the civil rights movement. Cole and Guy-Sheftal acknowledge this and cite the following examples: “At a SNCC [Student Nonviolent Coordinating Council] reunion conference at Trinity College in 1988, Jean Wheeler Smith asserts, ‘I wasn’t subordinate, I was high functioning. I did anything I was big enough to do . . .’ She indicated that while Stokely [Carmichael] might have wanted to be a male chauvinist, he just wouldn’t have been able to get away with it, given the strength of the black women around him like Ella Baker, Fannie Lou Hamer, Victoria Gray, and Ruby Doris Smith-Robinson.”96

Although rarely discussed, during the 1950s and early 1960s, black women on black college and university campuses were instrumental in the civil rights protests. Women at both Bennett and Spelman colleges participated in sit-ins and lunch counter demonstrations.97 The administrators of these black women’s colleges, who by this time were black rather than white, were often-times supportive of the students’ actions.98 For example, as student demonstrations escalated at Bennett College in Greensboro, North Carolina, President Willa Player was under pressure by the local white establishment to curb the actions of her students. She refused and continued supporting the students’ efforts. She also kept her board of trustees informed and reaffirmed her stance regarding student demonstrations. In a 1960 letter to the board, she wrote, in their defense:

These protests have been orderly and dignified. The reason for them is crystal clear to all of us who are deeply involved in the struggle for human dignity and equality of opportunity. We see them as new and well-informed young leadership which is fearless and determined.99

However, this type of support was not the case at all black colleges and universities. At some public black institutions, which were under the close supervision of state government authorities, and even a few private institutions, administrators declined to help both male and female student protesters who
had landed in jail. Many of the young black college women involved in the movement showed great courage, working diligently to make change within their communities and within the country as a whole. For example, Barbara Harris and Diane Nash, both Fisk University students, were jailed along with sixty-three other male and female students who protested Nashville’s segregated lunch counters. Although they were offered an opportunity to make bond ($100), they chose to go to jail because in their minds, paying the bond would have been a capitulation to the South’s Jim Crow government. Ironically, as these female students were fighting on behalf of civil rights, they were still being treated as fragile accessories to men by their college administrations. For example, at the same time that the aforementioned students at Bennett College were marching in the streets and attempting to desegregate lunch counters, they were required to take a course called the “The Art of Living,” that focused on becoming a successful homemaker.

In their discussion of student protest at Spelman College during the mid-1970s, Drewry and Doermann acknowledge the agency of black female students in their fight for a black female president. From its beginnings through 1953, four white women led the all-black women’s college. In 1953, Albert Manley, the former dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at North Carolina College, became the first African American and first male president of Spelman. When Manley resigned in 1976, the alumnae and students had high hopes that the institution’s board of trustees would choose a black woman to lead the highly respected black women’s college. Instead, the board chose Donald Stewart, an African American man, who was educated in the North and had worked with the Ford Foundation. Drewry and Doermann capture the frustration of a female student group, who in protest locked the board of Trustees in the campus’s main administration building—forcing the administration to negotiate for their release. Despite the campus uproar, the board held to its decision to bring in Donald Stewart. In the end, the students were welcoming and hospitable to him and his family upon their arrival to Spelman. As mentioned earlier, Spelman would not appoint a black female president until 1987, when it hired Johnnetta B. Cole. Not only was Cole the first black female to hold the post; she was the first academic. Moreover, it would not be until 1997 that Spelman would hire an alumna. Audrey Manley, the wife of former president Albert Manley, was appointed to the post after serving as deputy surgeon general of the United States. Thus, Drewry and Doermann provide an in-depth analysis of the struggles and contributions of black women at Spelman College in the 1970s but little about black women in other black college contexts. Because we do not see black women as actors within male-dominated contexts (e.g., a coed black college), this has the effect of obscuring the intersection of race and gender.

The most recent attempt at providing a broad overview and history (in part) of black colleges is the mainly celebratory, general-readership book *I’ll Find a Way or Make One: A Tribute to Historically Black Colleges and Universities* (2004) by Juan Williams and Dwayne Ashley. This text spends a considerable amount of time addressing gender differences and the role and
actions of black women at black colleges. Although the authors present much of their information in short vignettes, they manage to include a great deal of material on what has been written on black women at black colleges, giving the reader a broad overview. For example, in their synopsis of the establishment of Spelman, they describe the role of black women. Williams and Ashley also discuss the curricular and extracurricular choices offered to black women throughout the history of black colleges, providing interesting, albeit brief, descriptions of everything from sewing classes at Bethune-Cookman College to the rifle club at Talladega College to sorority membership at Howard University.

Perhaps the most interesting discussion and inclusion of black women in the book is in the authors’ depiction of Mary McLeod Bethune. Considering the fact that she founded a black college, was the first African American female president of a black college, and had close ties to white philanthropists, the scant coverage that she receives within the literature on the history of black colleges is especially puzzling. In 1904, she started the Daytona Educational and Industrial Training School for Girls in Florida. The institution, now known as Bethune-Cookman College (1923), is in fact, the only black college in the nation founded by an African American woman. Williams and Ashley credit Bethune with shifting the missionary-black college paradigm, noting that “instead of receiving assistance from missionaries, the school and its African American students became missionaries to the surrounding community.” Moreover, the authors provide evidence of Bethune’s role in stabilizing the community surrounding the college as the nation entered and recovered from World War I. She served as a strong leader of the institution for forty years, bringing the cause of African American higher education to the attention of the nation’s political and business leaders. Although most people in Daytona Beach, where the college was located, thought she would not succeed and the school would fold, Bethune worked diligently, and her efforts and charisma attracted the attention of James Gamble, cofounder of Proctor & Gamble. Gamble supported Bethune’s college for years and served on the board of trustees. Williams and Ashley’s treatment of Bethune is significant because it provides a lens through which to view the effect of both race and gender in a black college philanthropic relationship. It is unfortunate that we have to rely on what amounts to a coffee-table history of black colleges for an extensive discussion of Bethune’s contributions to black colleges and philanthropic ties.

Scholarly literature on black college campus relations omits black women’s involvement in the civil rights movement and fails to recognize their intellectual contributions to black colleges and society at large. When black women are discussed, they are often described as a drag on the quality of the curriculum and the institution as a whole.

Black Women’s Higher Education

Few histories are specifically devoted to the experience of black women at black colleges. As such, most accounts of black women’s lives at these
institutions occur in more general works in the field of African American history. Because these histories were written either before or about a time in the United States when black women were not admitted in any substantial number to historically white institutions, the majority of the discussion in them is about the black college context.111

During the early years of black colleges, black female students were sheltered by the administration; their lives were shaped by institutional policies designed to control their behavior. In the eyes of the white female missionaries, black women had been stripped of their feminine virtue by the experiences of slavery and as such had to be purified before they could assume the responsibilities of the home.112 Typically, during the late 1880s, female black college students were not allowed to leave the campus without a member of the administration escorting them. By contrast, men were free to come and go as they pleased. At most institutions, the dean of women lived on campus in order to watch over the “fragile” and “impressionable” young college girls. The dean of men, on the other hand, lived off campus, as did the other upper-level administrators.113 During the mid-1920s, many female students at black colleges and universities urged campus administrators to grant them greater autonomy, noting that it would help them learn self-reliance—a skill that they saw as essential to assuming leadership roles. These same black women fought vehemently against the repressive religious customs used to bring up their race and gender. These practices were generally imposed by white and black male administrators, many of whom were also ordained Baptist ministers. In particular, the administrators would often cite the religious doctrines of St. Paul as an excuse to relegate women to second-class status. Black women were told that, according to the Bible, patient waiting was to be held above the development of one’s talents.114

Perhaps the seminal work on the history of black women’s higher education is Jeanne L. Noble’s book titled *The Negro Woman’s College Education*—written bravely in 1956.115 Noble wrote one of the first books to comprehensively cover black women’s higher education in both the black college and historically white setting. Unlike many of the more male-oriented histories of black education, Noble considers race and gender together. She notes that “the education of Negro women during this period was prompted particularly by one factor—the realization by benefactors and freedmen alike that there was an increasing need for Negro teachers.” The mass of newly freed blacks needed “at least a rudimentary education . . . to progress in the culture.”116 Noble also spends considerable time discussing the popular views of black women, noting that there was great controversy over their mental and physical abilities. This controversy resulted in a decision to forgo educating them in the “high arts.” According to Noble, “Some critics held that it was most necessary that [black women’s] education be grounded in moralistic and character training. Interestingly, none went so far as to say ‘her place is in the home.’”117 Noble also argues that “moral education” was typically religious in nature and was traditionally enforced through the use of strict rules and regulations. She further explains, about the curriculum at black colleges,
it appears that many of the Negro woman's rules and regulations may possibly have been predicated on reasons relating to her foremother's sex role as a slave. Over night she was to so live that by her ideal behavior the sins of her foremother's might be blotted out. Her education in many instances appears to have been based on a philosophy which implied that she was weak and immoral and that at best she should be made fit to rear her children and keep house for her husband.  

Here, we have one of the first attempts to analyze the joint effect of race and gender. As mentioned earlier, black male students were not held to such strict standards; the defense of their virtue was seen as less critical. Thus, racism and sexism intersect: racism says that black women were less virtuous than white women; sexism puts responsibility for sexual conduct on black women. The result is a form of double jeopardy or the double oppression that Beverly Guy-Sheftal discusses in her anthology, *Words of Fire*.  

With an eye toward comparison of the situation of black women in black colleges and historically white institutions, Noble found that black female graduates of historically white institutions were “less utilitarian and more liberal-arts minded” than the graduates of black colleges. Noble concluded her discussion of black women by predicting that they would be called upon to provide leadership in many areas, including education, the community, and politics.  

Another work of significant importance is Patricia Bell-Scott’s “Schoolin’ ‘Respectable’ Ladies of Color: Issues in the History of Black Women’s Higher Education” written in 1979. In this article, Bell-Scott discusses the early education of black women, noting that most black women were trained to be grammar school teachers. She used three guiding questions to approach her research, which are still important today: (1) Should the higher education of black women be separate or coeducational? (2) Should the educational curriculum for black women be different from or similar to the curriculum in institutions that are predominantly male or white? (3) Do black women have special, psychosocial needs that must be considered by educators? Bell-Scott provides an overview of the early black women’s colleges, noting that Bennett College began as a coeducational institution and Barber-Scotia was originally all female. Of particular interest is the link that she makes between industrial education, a heavily covered subject in the history of black colleges, and home economics. Discussing the institutionalization of home economics at black women’s colleges, she notes, “both Spelman and Bennett developed formal home economics curricula in the 1920’s.” In 1927, only one year after its shift from coeducation to all-female education, Bennett College organized a nursery school, a parent education center, and a homemaking institute. A surprising factor in the black college picture (and one left out by many other books) was the long days and heavy work schedule imposed upon the black female college students—which Bell-Scott notes was a part of a commitment by the college to training domestic women.
Rita Liberti, beginning in 1999 with “‘We Were Ladies, We Just Played Like Boys’: African American Womanhood and Competitive Basketball at Bennett College, 1928–1942,” has explored the experiences of African American women in sports at black colleges. Although the majority of this article and the subsequent book chapters written by Liberti are concerned with the specifics of sports and institutional rivalries, she does provide keen insight on student life at black colleges, especially within intercollegiate and intramural sports. She demonstrates that in the 1920s and 1930s, black colleges were supportive of women participating in competitive sports such as basketball; however, by the 1940s, most black colleges moved their female athletes to less competitive sports, such as badminton, due to concerns over female students’ “womanhood.” Liberti points to the ironies of life for black female students at Bennett College in particular, noting that “while Bennett officials created an environment that supported acts of civil disobedience in protest of racial injustice,” they demanded that students act according to norms of feminine behavior. Unfortunately Liberti’s work is all published in sports-oriented outlets and as such has been overlooked by those interested in understanding the history of gender among students at black colleges.

Yolanda L. Watson and Sheila T. Gregory’s recent book *Daring to Educate: The Legacy of the Early Spelman College Presidents* (2005) is one of the first books that focuses specifically on women students and faculty at black colleges. However, it should be noted that a good portion of the book highlights the impact of the early white presidents of Spelman College. Because Spelman did not have a black female president until 1987, the authors think it is essential to discuss this history of white female involvement as president. Of note is the way that Watson and Gregory contextualize the work that early presidents Harriet Packard and Sophia Giles did with the black female students at Spelman. The authors include a chapter summarizing higher education for African American women. Using an approach informed more by sociological theories than historical interpretation, the authors spend time discussing the differences in motivations for educating black and white women. In their words, black women were educated for “short-term escape from sexual subjugation and long-term social subjugation” within the nation; whereas white women were educated to “establish social parity with men.” Of course, some white feminists would disagree with the portrayal of white women offered by Watson and Gregory; educating white women for “social parity” may be a bit of an oversimplification.

Watson and Gregory also include a section in their book on the differences in curriculum for black and white women. According to the authors, white women, especially those in women’s colleges in the Northeast were encouraged to pursue study in the classics as well as the humanities and the sciences (not with the intention that they would become doctors, lawyers, and senators, of course). In addition, white women’s college faculty emphasized the “ornamental” subjects of art, music, and elocution. Drawing heavily on the work of Linda Perkins, Watson and Gregory illuminate the differences in the curriculum for black and white women, noting that black women were
prepared for teaching and missionary work as well as the improvement of their race.\footnote{128} According to some scholars, this kind of training gave black women in the early twentieth century more of a voice in their own communities than white women in theirs.\footnote{129} Many educated black women became emissaries of education in their communities, while middle class white women, by and large, became well-educated housewives, imparting knowledge to their children.\footnote{130} By asking the questions “what is the expected role of a female college graduate?” and “how does that role differ for black women versus white women?” Watson and Gregory grasp the combined effect of race and gender. Along with Noble and Bell-Scott, they are among the few historians writing on the topic of black colleges who do this.

The most recent book in this category is Stephanie Y. Evans’s *Black Women in the Ivory Tower, 1850–1954* published in 2007.\footnote{131} Although the majority of this book, as suggested by the title, focuses on black women and their experiences at historically white institutions, Evans includes small sections on women's lives on black college campuses and explores the philosophical ideas of Mary McLeod Bethune. Relying mainly on secondary sources for the black college sections and for the most part Elizabeth Ihle’s primary source anthology *Black Women in Higher Education*, Evans illuminates the mixed experiences of black women.\footnote{132} She provides discussion on the black female students at Spelman and Bennett but of more interest, considering the scarcity of research on the topic, is her depiction of black women at coeducational black colleges. According to Evans, “for black coeducational colleges admitting women, administrative efforts to match student populations with course offerings were tumultuous at best.”\footnote{133} In fact, when coeducational schools, such as North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, had to make decisions that pitted the interests of black male and female students against each other, the institutions would oust the female students. In the minds of many black male administrators, according to Evans, black females were “expendable” and a distraction to male students.\footnote{134} These gender-based tensions are not addressed in the literature on the history of black colleges in general.

Like other historians, Evans discusses the strict codes of behavior for black women on black college campuses in more depth than any of the historical literature on black colleges. Relying once again on Ihle’s anthology of sources, Evans notes that at some black colleges “modesty was promoted by enforcing a dress code that restricted jewelry, lace, and the types of dresses allowed.”\footnote{135} She also quotes Hattie Kelly, a Tuskegee student in 1911, to emphasize the microscope under which black women at black colleges lived: “Your room was inspected, your trunks inspected, your closets, your clothes, everything was inspected and you were given demerits if everything wasn’t just right.”\footnote{136} When descriptions of black women’s lives are included in the history of black college literature, they rarely include the voices of black women and tend to skim over the strict and oppressive nature of the campus rules. Through an exhaustive culling of secondary and some primary...
sources, Evans provides a more in-depth discussion of black female students at black colleges than all of the history of black college literature combined.

Research Recommendations and Significance for Current Policy and Practice

Speaking of previous scholarship in the field, Jeanne Noble began her book *The Negro Woman's College Education* with a profound statement: “Despite the fact that Negro women have a close affinity with women and Negros, the reader has had to rely on footnotes and postscripts concerning them.” Although a wonderfully rich literature has been written on the history of black women in general since the publication of Noble’s book in 1956, her comments still apply to the subject of black women at black colleges. One must comb through histories of black colleges to find even the smallest example or discussion of women at these institutions. In articles and books related to the history of black women, black colleges are rarely discussed with any depth. Instead, the focus is on black women’s access (or lack thereof) to historically white institutions—an important topic, of course.

Until recently, black and white men have written much of the literature on black colleges. Perhaps as a result, black women have been placed at the margins, their lives rarely explored. In effect, race has become masculine. The fact that, for black women, differences of race and gender are equally important has been ignored. Interestingly, much of what has been said about black women’s experiences at black colleges covers only the all-female colleges, Bennett and Spelman. This literature is, with rare exception, written by African American women. Seldom do we learn of the lives of black women at coed black colleges. With regard to these institutions, the most basic questions have yet to be answered. Who were these women? What did they study? What activities did they participate in outside of the classroom? Who were the campus leaders? Was there gender discrimination, and how did it manifest itself in the classroom and on the campus? How were black women represented on the faculty, within administration, and among the student body? How did black women shape the missions and activities of coed black colleges?

Answering these basic questions will give us the background we need to explore more theoretical issues pertaining to women at black colleges. Can existing gender theories be applied to the lives of women at black colleges, or must we craft new theories to explain their unique experiences? Why were certain types of education and particular roles deemed appropriate for black college women? How does the treatment of black women at black colleges reflect a difference in how black and white women were seen in society? How have gender disparities played out at black colleges? A number of talented female historians have explored issues pertaining to African American women in higher education. We now need more research on the history of black women at black colleges—research that contextualizes women’s lives within the larger black college setting and that provides in-depth analysis of individual black women’s actions. It is essential that such research on black
This historiography of black colleges and gender is significant for historians and nonhistorians alike; it has implications for educational policy and practice in the current day. As noted in this article, the use of the black male experience to stand for the experience of black women is problematic in research—but it is especially troubling in practice, as the unique situations of black men and black women may not be uncovered. For example, black colleges have a significant and highly touted track record for sending African Americans into graduate science programs; however, when one takes a closer look, gender disparities surface. Black women are significantly more successful at the undergraduate and master’s level, whereas black men have greater success gaining entry and persisting in science-related doctoral programs.144 As noted in this historiography, curricula for black women over time have been practitioner-oriented—preparing them for teaching, nursing, and public health positions. These positions typically require only bachelor’s and master’s level training. Could this explain, in part, why few black women are pursuing PhDs in the sciences? Policy makers, funding agencies, and higher education faculty and administrators should consider historical gender differences when crafting recruitment and retention efforts as well as when funding research.

It is revealing that the overwhelming majority of the scholarship written on black women and issues of gender at black colleges was written by African American women. We may never have learned of this history if these black women had not pursued such a line of research. This demonstrates the importance of drawing out the voices of those who have not been heard. Faculty and administrators throughout higher education should work to make sure that their institutions have diversity among those conducting research. Moreover, faculty members should not discourage students (as research tells us they often do) from pursuing topics related to personal experience, especially issues of race, class, and gender, as these areas are no doubt fertile ground for new ideas.145

Last, this historiography of black colleges and gender helps us to understand the importance of historical and cultural context in the research process. When scholars pursue research related to African Americans, they should remember that a deeper understanding of the historical context, considering the intersection of race and gender, can help to shape research questions as well as lend more legitimacy to the findings and implications of scholarship.146 The use of a dual lens as described in this article may shed new light on old issues.

Notes

Dr. Gasman was motivated to pursue this work upon discovery of the omission of gender in her own work on black colleges. She hopes that after reading this article, others will reconsider their scholarship and practice, particularly how they represent or omit issues of gender and race. This article was enriched by the helpful criticism offered by the anonymous reviewers of the American Educational Research Journal as well as its editor, Sandra Hollingsworth. Dr. Gasman would also like to thank the following individuals for
reading earlier versions of the article and providing feedback: Linda Perkins, Laura W. Perna, Shaun R. Harper, Rachelle Winkle-Wagner, Barbara Banks, Valerie Lundy-Wagner, Pamela Felder Thompson, Wayne J. Urban, Sibby Anderson-Thompson, and Edward M. Epstein. Last, she is most appreciative of Patricia Bell-Scott for sharing several primary sources that proved difficult to locate.
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